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50e0b7e615. (It turns out there's no real error in the codes.) A: Where is your problem? When you
echo something you get the echoed string (with some formatting) on screen. Code:
include('config.php'); $hobbit = 'hobbit'; $hobbit_friends = 'friend'; echo $hobbit. $hobbit_friends;
When you print this, you get the string "hobbit hobbit", with the second "hobbit" being the
formatting. You need to know, to get a "print" on your screen. Echo: echo $hobbit. $hobbit_friends;
Print: print "$hobbit $hobbit_friends"; Array: $hobbit = array('hobbit'); $hobbit_friends = 'friend';
echo $hobbit. $hobbit_friends; print $hobbit. $hobbit_friends; All of those have the same output
(with formatting), as the echo. An array is an ordered list of values. So $hobbit = array('hobbit');
$hobbit_friends = 'friend'; Creates a list, and outputs (as it has been echoed): list ( index 0 ) : hobbit
list ( index 1 ) : friend The US Food and Drug Administration (FDA) has urged researchers not to use
rats to conduct safety testing of new pharmaceutical products, underscoring the agency’s concerns
that current research methods are forcing animals to suffer in dubious ways. “There are no viable
alternatives to animal testing for the vast majority of pharmaceutical products and devices that are
needed for safe and effective human therapy,” the FDA warned in a new policy statement.
ADVERTISEMENT The agency’s decision is part of the Trump administration’s broader effort to
reduce the use of animals in the US, which includes a 31 percent budget cut to the National
Institutes of Health. In the FDA’
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